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Enter The Universe According to Peter Max. A true Pop Art iconâ€”one of the worldâ€™s most

well-loved visual artistsâ€”Peter Max now offers us an intimate, unprecedented look at the inner

workings of his imagination. Vibrantly colored artwork accompanies fifty evocative personal essays

in which Max, for the first time ever, shares his life story and personal philosophies. Fans of pop art,

psychedelic illustration, and the art of underground comics will revel in Maxâ€™s unique,

unforgettable illustrations and in the details of his own captivating creative odyssey.
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An in-depth look at the personal and artistic life of renowned artist Peter Max...in his own wordsIn

this intimate visual memoir, artist Peter Max details his life journey as an artist, providing a stirring

account of himself as a young boy and as a successful artist eager to return to the days of

wonderment and inspiration found only in dreams and childhood. Max charts his ascension in the

art world and pauses to reflect on the nature of creativity, the universe at large, his many loves, and

his ability to see beauty in the everyday. Vibrantly illustrated with Max&#39;s signature work,

including some never-before-seen pieces, this colorful memoir reveals the personal inspiration

behind the work of one of the world&#39;s most popular artists.With 200 full-color photographs

Peter Max is a pop culture icon unto himself. His bold colors, uplifting imagery, and uncommon

artistic diversity have touched every phase of American culture. He lives in New York City.



A spectacular autobiography of a man with a very complicated life. Very fast and enjoyable reading.

Great collection of Peter Max artwork. Sdemd@aol.com

It was a gift for a good friend and she loved the book

We have admired Peter Max's work for years. I ordered a "used-very good" copy of the book. It

arrived on time. I would say it was actually "used-like new" once I removed the seller's stickers from

the dust jacket and cleaned off the gummy residue. I found a bonus inside: my copy was inscribed

and signed by the great man himself! The book is very informative and makes a great addition to

our collection.

After I read his book, I can now see his Shanghai influence in his painting. What a fascinating man.

This book should be sold at all his art shows!

Good book for starting to learn about Peter max. Good for anyone that is wanting to start at the

beginning of his life.

The life of Peter Max told with both words and his artistry. A visual canvas of his life as he details his

many adventures. An interesting look into the man and his art. We not only get to experience what

his life was like, but get to see how that life has inspired his art.

Fantastic!

This is the 2nd Peter Max book I ordered from . Both have been great - I really enjoy them.The

shipments have been extremely efficient.
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